
ROAD MASTER’S REPORT 
For the month of March 2023 Roadwork: 

 

1. Rocks fell off over hang on Glen Road above bridge, cleaned off road and 

out of ditch. 

2. Repaired Jake Brake sign on Craftmaster Road, it needed break away 

replaced 

3. Plowed and cindered when needed 

4. Cleaned ditches for water flow 

5. Picked up tree debris and cut trees after heavy wind.  Roads and right of 

ways are open 

6. Marked drain box at the end of Pringle for 811 

7. Turned pole light #’s in again, still not working on Claverack & Lake, Fall 

Run & Brown, and Post & Hickory (Now repaired) 

8. Took DSA to the bad sections on Glen & Fall Run leveled off with backhoe.  

Also cleaned ditches in these locations 

9. Patched holes on Dry Run, Spencer, Canal, and Burgess all by hand using 

DSA 

10. Swept and shoveled antiskid off both bridges Fall Run & Glen – drains 

cleaned 

11. Marked drain boxes and cross pipes on PA AVE & East St for 811 as Valley 

Energy is starting to replace gas lines 

12. Picked tree limbs up at both cemeteries 

13.  Found trash over bank on Glen Road with names.  Picked up and reported 

to State Police 

14. Installed public notice signs at Kokopelli Lane and on Shores Hill per 

manager request 

 

Tucks and Equipment: 

1. Washed trucks and spreaders after each storm 

2. Tightened head unit on truck 2 plow 

3. Greased spreaders 

4. Checked fluids in trucks before each use 



5. Changed cutting edge and rubber on truck 1 plow 

6. Tightened feeder chain on both spreaders 

7. Washed backhoe 

8. Sharpened chain saws 

9. Rotated rubber on truck 2 plow, cleaned bolts used never seize on 

bolts 

10. Adjusted plow lights on truck 1 main bar needed tightened 

11. Received and installed communication radio and antenna in new 

truck.  Purchased from Long Communications 

12. Installed new rubber and steel edge on new truck 4 

13. Greased truck 2 

14. Noticed main belt on truck 2, getting bad, ordered new, not replaced 

yet 

15. Purchased 2x12 rough cut to put above side gates on new truck 4.  

Cut to fit and stained 

16. Check engine light came on truck 1.  Took to Sherwood, they claim it 

need new fan clutch.  Manager ok’d fan clutch 

17. Installed new bristles on broom 

18. Received out New Holland skid steer 

19. Waxed cab, hood, fenders, on old truck 4.  Cleaned interior out, put 

plow on and took pictures.  Ready for bid 

20. Installed broom on tractor and tested on our shop lot and Hillside 

intersection 

21. Purchased trailer from Fayette in Athens for our skid steer per 

manager 

22. Adjusted gate linkage on new truck 4 so handle would close rear gate 

 

Office & Shop 

1. Emptied trash at pavilions, picked up litter and sticks 

2. Cleaned out drain boxes in shop floors 

3. Attended BCCD class at Wysox Fire Hall 

4. Attended 2-day class at our office on culverts and bridges 

5. Attended demo day at Vestal Asphalt 

 


